
With the proliferation of sophisticated malware such 
as fileless attacks and zero-day executables, traditional 
signature based anti-virus and anti-malware technologies 
are unable to provide protection against these advanced 
threats and are reliant on updated signature databases 
of known threats. A feature rich signatureless endpoint 
security solution is needed to combat advanced threats 
to your servers and workstations. 

Powered by Fortinet’s FortiEDR platform, Thrive’s Managed Endpoint Security 
and Response service provides proactive, real-time, fully automated security 
with orchestrated incident response across all devices covering current and 
legacy operating systems. 

FortiEDR is the only endpoint protection platform that delivers threat protection 
both pre- and post-infection in real time. It proactively reduces the attack 
surface, prevents malware infection, detects and defuses potential threats 
in real-time, and can automate response and remediation procedures with 
customizable playbooks. FortiEDR helps organizations stop breaches and 
prevents data theft and ransomware damage in real-time, automatically. 

Thrive Endpoint Protection and Response provides:
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 � Protection, detection, and 
remediation of file based and 
fileless malware

 � Real-time automated prevention 
of ransomware encryption

 � Data exfiltration detection and protection
 � Attack surface reduction
 � Automated remediation
 � Off-line protection
 � Network traffic analysis
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Managed Services Provider (MSP)
Thrive provides Comprehensive IT 
Outsourcing, delivering end-to-end 
managed services and unmatched 
expertise to drive a highly secure and 
successful digital transformation.

Security Solutions 
Thrive’s fully-integrated managed 
cybersecurity solutions provide a 
proactive and comprehensive approach 
to security management for identifying 
and remediating security issues. Thrive’s 
unified cybersecurity platform enables 
Thrive’s 24x7x365 Security Operations 
Center to automatically address 
critical security issues without client 
intervention. 

Consulting 
Thrive addresses gaps that may exist in 
your organization by providing a variety 
of expert professional and consultative 
services with an agnostic approach to 
identifying and prioritizing risk.

Expertise 
The Thrive team is composed of technical 
and industry experts dedicated to 
ensuring that customers are able to 
optimize their business performance 
through the strategic design and 
implementation of a NextGen IT 
environment.
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